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I could not disregard them anymore, solo ads had actually been mentioned a lot of times by influencers that I 
understand and trust."I got hundreds of leads for less than 50 cents each!""This is the FASTEST way to 
grow your e-mail list!" "Solo advertisements are my NUMBER # 1 source of new e-mail sign ups."I was 
seeing this weekly in Facebook online forums and You, Tube videos.

 

The principle is perfectly sound. My most significant reservation was the quality of the traffic I 'd get. I left 
my reservations aside and placed my very first order. I even signed up for the $19. 99/month Udimi 
premium plan that assured much better tracking and some other things. I was cost much better tracking.

 

I wasn't expecting enormous outcomes. It was an experiment to please my own curiosity and if I got big 
outcomes, that was simply a reward. This is NOT another Udimi affiliate post where I utilize a clickbait 
heading and end up actually promoting Udimi in the end OR an associated competitor.

 

 
 

The 30-Second Trick For UDIMI SOLO ADS — 
Steemit 
 

For that reason, I do NOT advise Udimi. If you're considering them, please read this whole article initially! I 
am not trying to offer you anything like the 95% of other Udimi blog site posts are. I am trying to save you 
cash AND prevent you from permanently damaging your future email deliverability rates.

 



Consumers buying solo advertisements will generally pay a flat rate for a particular variety of visitors to the 
site of their picking. There are other kinds of solo advertisements, however these are the most typical. There 
are several 3rd celebration networks that link people offering ads with people who are buying them.

 

 

Regrettably, there are a great deal of fraudsters in the area. That was to be anticipated. It was the corruption 
inside the Udimi network that facilitates many of these scammers and conceals their shadiness for their own 
financial gain that concerned me one of the most. Here is the very first purchase I made.

 

 
 

Rumored Buzz on What is Udimi Solo Ads? A Review with a Tour, 
Pros, Cons 

 

The traffic was going to this opt-in page that promotes a totally free lead magnet that assures to assist people 
create their own e-mail sequences. Additional Info -in leads to it's own e-mail series (how could it not?) I 
know just how much money a legitimate customer must net me once they are added to the e-mail sequence 
automation. Paying $0.
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